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arrow) previous page also known as : 军第联盟 / Jun Shi Lian Meng Genre: Historical, political name: 第军第司懿之军懿之军联盟 / Da Jun Shi Sima Yi Zhi Jun Shi Lian Meng English Title : The Advisors Alliance Episodes: 42 Broadcast period: 2017-Jun-22 to 2017-14 Broadcast Network: Jiangsu TV,
Anhui TV Air time: 19:30 (0 votes) Drama chronicles the rise of Sima Yi, a politician in three kingdoms. During his early years, he deliberately hid his ability to avoid serving under Cao Cao, going as far as breaking his legs. Then his family safety forced him off the sideline to help Cao Pi in his fight to be his
father's successor. Serving under the new crowned Emperor Cao Pi, he spearheaded social reform to abolish clan-based feudalism that made him the main enemy of the aristocratic Cao/Xiahou clans. Their campaign to drive a wedge between him and the emperor succeeded in him being expelled from
the royal court. Cast Sima family country Cao Wei Other Part 2 Category: 虎啸第吟 / Hu Xiao Long Yin English Name: Growling Tiger, Roaring Dragon Also Known as: 军第联盟2 / Jun Shi Lian Meng 2; 军第联盟之虎啸第吟 / Jun Shi Lian Meng Zhi Hu Xiao Long Yin episodes: 44 Broadcast period: 2017-
Dec-08 Broadcasting Network: Youku Synopsis Sima Yi returned to court with his influence on Cao Wei country more powerfully than ever. A war on dominance between Cao Wei and Shu Han was inevitable. The final result came down to Sima Yi's strategic brilliance against Zhuge Liang's tactical genius.
Cast Sima Family State Cao Wei State Shu Han Others Lu Xing Yu as Lu Xun Ding Hai Feng as Sun Quan Production Credits Notes Filming Period: 2016-Feb-13 to 2017-Jan-10 Filming Location: Xiangshan, Hengdian, Beijing Production period: 11 months (333 days) External Links Story 8.5 Acting/Cast



9.0 Music 9.0 Rewatch Value 7.5 honestly I like the first better because the relationship between the characters, although piece wise it's better. I don't understand SMY's relationship with ZGL she's not 1 contestant, SMY's relationship with Cao Rui (his character is a little offbeat), oh and eunuch (i forgot
his name) seriously I link between their n CR. the only character I care about is Bai Ling Yun. shes the most rational and sensible one in this drama.also the battle between SMY and ZGL is a bit of a stretch. I think it seems to me half of the drama is just about those struggling who are suuper slowly
(hedder 8.5 rating). I personally think the drama doesn't start until episode 29.i has 2 problems with the sequel:1. How SMY is partly against his sons. such as during the war, he kept the other generals in the dark and only discussed military plans with his sons. which leads to controversy and loses. at
worst he didn't even bother to explain when one of the generals asked him about his refusal to attack. it will not only happen once, but all the time!!! War with the ZGL was so frustrating to watch because SMY's attitude and his sons especially zhao.2. I know a writer is trying to lighten up the mood by
throwing a bit of humor into the drama, but often times it feels out of place, especially in the SMY character. like they are serious discussion, then suddenly SMY is all goofy. Bummerrrr. it was well done to the first, but not here, because the result is a heavy war/politicsbut the ridicule of emotion at the end
is so real. maybe if I had to rewatch id just rewatch the last 15 episodes of XD. well Shi and Hui are super loving they remind me Ping Zhang and Qan Xue is still good to watch tho------edit:after watching the Three Kingdoms, I just realized how bad to make the drama is (plot/character wise). In my opinion
the war between SMY and THE EHR is still valid, the three kingdoms it is better. I wasn't at all bored like I was in this drama. and I finally realized the importance of the dress, and the relationship of the SGL with SMY. i was emotionally involved with their rivalry after watching that drama. but are there also
things shown in this drama that I really really like like, like the dynamic Sima Jia Read more Was this review useful to you? White Deer Plain was nominated in each category and took home three awards. He Bing took home the top acting award for his performance in The Love of The Courtyard, although
he was just as impressive in the White Deer Plain (I really need to pick this show again). Continue reading 2017 was a much better year for drama overall (I'm actually more excited about 2018-2019 as all movie actors return to the small screen), with several shows hitting it out of the park in terms of
ratings and/or online popularity. Web dramas really started to gain traction this year – in fact, I'm marathoning two right now, and each stands out for different reasons, whether it's high production values or tight storytelling. These online shows have become outlets for creativity due to strict censorship
rules applied to television dramas, although SARPPFT has decided to nipa their bud, making internet dramas undergo the same rigorous process before premiering online. Hopefully streaming sites continue to come up with quality fees in the future, despite the roadblocks that are being introduced.
WARNING: Long post forward. Continue reading Of All Subplots Advisors Alliance 2, I'm probably most excited about the showdown between Liang (Wang Luoyong) and Sima Yi (Wu Xiubo), as well as the Sima family landing in the dark and coup against Cao Wei (which just made me sound sadistic).
Growling Tiger, Roaring Dragon will start sheep tonight youku. Character Teasers (playlist): Continue reading Butterfly Lovers 第第伯与第英第 - Dec 4 Featuring: Yan Zidong, Lu Zhuo, Lin Fengsong Details: 30 episodes, weekly drama on Tencent Adapted from the tragic folktale of the same name.
Continue reading Advisors Alliance became less addictive since the awesome Cao Cao (Yu Hewei) and Yang Xiu (Zhai Tianlin) died, but these young stills have definitely piqued my interest in part 2 drama. Part 2 will focus on Sima Yi's conflict with Zhuge Liang (Wang Luoyong) and Cao Shuang (Du
Yiheng). His deteriorating relationship with the Cao family finally paves the way for the Sima family coup d'état. Advisors Alliance: Howling Tiger, The Roaring Dragon is set to air sometime in the fall. Behind-the-scenes: (1), (2) Continue reading Part 2 Of Advisors Alliance 第军第司懿之虎啸第吟 has
released the trailer, and it looks much more exciting than how the first ended. The quality of Part 1 fell halfway through when Cao Cao died and Sima Yi got involved in a love triangle, although I still recommend it to Cao Cao and the cute Cao Pi-Guo Zhao ship. Hopefully, season 2 will focus more on
strategy and country-building (and Sima's sons) rather than unappetizing the love triangle of Cao Pi: Here's your sword back. Guo Zhao: It's not mine. Cao Pi: That was mine. Now it's yours. #HowToGift101Episode 3, scene X: Yang Xiu, an ambitious antagonist in the first episodes, had just kicked off the
dying Sima Yi into the river. He is relieved, proud of what he has done. When he is left alone, he turns to see his hands blackout at night. There's blood in his hands. He understands what he has done by transferring his father's trust and hope to the Han Alliance by killing at least two men. He's screaming
for the night. The picture is characterized by how the Advisors Alliance 军第联盟 hitherto treated its heroes – as complex and controversial people. With a rich set of characters, a fast-paced piece, thoughtful but conversational dialogue, and just the right amount of romance and humor mixed, the Advisors
Alliance has probably been the best scripted ancient drama of the last couple of years. Continue reading The Advisors Alliance takes viewers to the increasingly popular Three Kingdoms era, and this time the whole story will be told from Sima Yi's (Wu Xiubo) perspective. Liu Tao (Ode to Joy 2) plays his
fierce wife Zhang Chunhua while Janine Chang (Midnight Diner) plays Bai Lingyun, a spy from the Cao faction and Sima Yi's Turmoil. Xiao Shunyao and Tan Jianci from M.I.C costar as sons Sima Shi and Sima Zhao. On the other hand, we have a Cao household, run by Yu Hewei (I Am Not Madame
Bovary) as warlord Cao Cao and Li Chen (variety show Keep Running) as Cao Pi. Tang Yixin (psychologist) and Zhang Zhixi Heroes and Five Gallants) star as its consortia. Continue reading Weird what, as a brother like MI.C boys had Wu Xiubo signed Tan Jianci and Xiao Shunyao on the spot to play
his sons. Wu Xiubo was such a big fan of his family counselor alliance that he signed a leadership deal with all the major male characters. That's right, in addition to Wang Dong (who plays his brother and who you might remember opposite Dilraba Diamond Lover), Wu Xiubo's two sons in the series –
MI.C boyband's Tan Jianci and Xiao Shunyao—now in acting management business! Don't worry, they still manage Taihe music wise. During a press conference on the drama on June 8th, Wu Xiubo said that they had looked at many actors for the role of brothers, but none of them had chemistry with
each other. Watching Jianci and Yaoyao eat before their audition, Wu Xiubo was surprised at how close they were. Even watching from the side how they ate and interacted with each other was so similar to real brothers. I thought it was so weird, Wu said. Then he gave them a script to read and hire them
on the site. So happy to know that. C still loves each other (especially in light of the recent Top Combine fallout). After playing Sima Zhao, Jianci stars as emperor sima family, Cao Pi, in Tangren's new Three Kingdoms drama. Meanwhile, at his Sima Shi gig, Yaoyao is currently filming an idol drama with
Fan Shiqi. Congratulations, boys! Now please go record your band album already. FIVE YEARS HAVE PASSED. Kiss you, kiss you, kiss all my sons! I hope the date of the Consultants Alliance sticks because I'm so ready. Jade/Female Butler ⼥管第 - June 3 Featuring: Janine Chang, Liu Huan (actor),
Tse Kwanho Details: 43 episodes, daily drama on Shandong TV/Hubei TV Continue reading
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